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Abstract
This paper presents the quiescent current’s (IDQ) variations over 
temperature and a simple method of compensation concerning a 
laterally diffused Metal-Oxide-Semiconductor (LDMOS) amplifier. It 
has been justified in real condition measurements that quiescent 
current is progressively increasing proportionally to temperature 
variations of the LDMOS causing instability to the parameters of 
the amplifier. In order to be compensated over a wide range of 
temperature variations, e.g. 40-80 degrees Celsius, a very simple 
Temperature to Voltage converter (sensor) has been developed. 
This sensor can also be applied on any other MOSFET amplifier 
that its quiescent current is drifting proportionally to temperature 
variations as well. That is, the mentioned sensor has been installed 
in many different amplifier units employing various types of LDMOSs 
and it has been operating as expected. Since it is very simple to be 
simulated and constructed, it is recommended to be demonstrated 
to the scientific society which conducts research in this area.
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Introduction
LDMOS semiconductors are currently used by almost all 

commercial RF amplifiers today [1,2] but can also be applied in 
applications such as therapeutic ultrasounds and in other medical 
equipment. The reason is because LDMOS provide high gain, high 
power output and very good operating reliability [3]. As a result, a 
single LDMOS device eliminates complex circuits that consist of 
many switching FET’s as in traditional amplifiers manufactured 
for the High Frequency bands (HF). As far as the above mentioned 
parameters are concerned, they are considered very important for 
the specifications and the long run reliability of a signal amplifier 
and must be kept constant under any operating conditions [4]. For 
example, an important parameter that can affect the above is the 
temperature that develops on the LDMOS case and spreads on the heat 
sink where the effects are listed below. The quiescent current is a very 
important factor that determines the final performance of an LDMOS 
amplifier [5]. It has been justified experimentally that the quiescent 
current is progressively increased depending on the temperature of 
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the semiconductor even when the amplifier is not driven [6]. It occurs 
when it exceeds 0.7A as shown in Figure 1. The temperature versus 
IDQ is also expressed by Eq.1.

IDQ=0.0308*T+0.6781                   (1)

Where:

IDQ=Quiescent Current

T=Temperature in Celsius 

One very good way to stabilize the quiescent current has been 
recommended by free scale [4]. It is achieved by the use of a small 
transistor (Q1) in the bias circuitry as a thermal tracking device that is 
presented in Figure 2. The disadvantage of the above mentioned is that 
much experimentation is needed with various low power BJT devices 
in order to detect the right device that has a temperature coefficient 
identical to the one of the LDMOS at specific quiescent current 
value. It is also worth noting that different quiescent current ratings 
have different slopes and different temperature coefficients. Similar 
techniques employing active devices of biasing LDMOS have been 
also demonstrated in various experiments [1,5-8].
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Figure 1: Quiescent current is progressively increased over a wide range 
of temperatures.
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Figure 2: The bipolar NPN transistor (Q1) is used as a thermal tracking device.
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must be detected at any time with precision. For this purpose a 47K 
thermistor was used where the characteristics are given in Figure 4.

The change of temperature on the LDMOS’s die relative to the 
resistance of the thermistor is also given by Figure 4 where equations 
3 and 4 have been derived as they are given below:

T=1E-07R2-0.0059R+110                                 (3)

R(ΚΩ)=8,2T2-1449T+68657              (4)

Where:

T=Temperature in degrees Celsius

R=Resistance in Ohms

Results
The sensor is presented in Figure 5. It consists of a resistor 

network and the thermistor that works as a thermal tracking device. 
The thermistor must be installed on the die of the LDMOS in 
order to guarantee a very good contact with the true temperature’s 
enhancement. In this respect, the final equation that determines the 
compensated Vbias in terms of the temperature change on the die of 
the LDMOS is expressed in Eq.5 below

2

2
0 (8.2 1449 68657)

1 0 8.2 1449 68657
Vbias R T T

Vsource R R T T
+ − +

=
+ + − +

              (5)

In order to determine the unknown resistors R1 and R0 for a 
specific temperature coefficient rating, it can be achieved by solving 
the system of two equations two unknowns (Equations 6-7):

 Alternatively, after many laboratory tests and mathematical 
simulations a very simple but precision passive circuit has been 
developed that can be applied on all LDMOS amplifiers with very 
good results as follows. This circuit’s innovation is that it is very 
simple, can be constructed with the same materials every time for 
every temperature coefficient and quiescent current rating as analysed 
below:

The circuit is a simple sensor that can precisely detect the 
temperature on the semiconductor’s die and be self-adjusted so that 
the quiescent current is kept constant in a wide range of temperatures 
such as between 40-80°C.

Materials and Methods
The first step towards the development of the sensor was to 

investigate the behaviour of the LDMOS in various temperature ratings 
relative to the quiescent current. The quiescent current is determined 
by the voltage at the gates of the LDMOS (VGS). The temperature was 
measured on the die of the LDMOS. For this research, a well-known 
semiconductor LDMOS MRFE6VP61K25H was adapted because it is 
used by many manufacturers in power amplifiers ranging of 1KW CW 
(Po=1200 W 1.8-600 MHz). The MRFE6VP61K25H may also operate 
at lower frequencies e.g. 0.5MHz but providing less output power and 
will be discussed in another paper (Table 1).

Figure 3 presents the variation of VGS in terms of temperature 
developed on the semiconductor’s die when IDQ= 2.3A. It is also 
expressed by equation 2 below:

T=3860V2-20320V+26785                  (2)

Where:

T=LDMOS die Temperature

V=VGS (Gate source voltage)

Knowing all parameters that concern the temperature in terms of 
VGS the sensor has been based on the following principles. For the 
mentioned circuit’s development, the temperature on the LDMOS die 

BIAS Die Temp IDQ(A) ΔV (mV)
2.62 40 2.3 30
2.59 50 2.3 20
2.57 60 2.3 20
2.55 70 2.3 30
2.52 80 2.3 Average: 25

Table 1: The variation of VGS so that the IDQ is constant at 2.3 A which is 
calculated at 2.5 mV/C.
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Figure 5: The temperature to voltage compensation circuit.
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Where:

V-source: The voltage of the source, e.g. 5 V

V-bias: The VGS that determines the desired quiescent current at 4°C

V-bias1: The VGS at 5°C that compensates the drift of quiescent 
current

R1=Unknown Resistor 

R0=Unknown variable resistor

Rt=the resistance of the 47K thermistor at 4°C (from data sheet)

Rt1=the resistance of the 47K thermistor at 5°C (from data sheet)

As an example, for a temperature coefficient of approximately 
-2.5 mV/C, Source=5 V, R1=219K and R0=220K. The data of the 
simulation are given in Table 2 below. The data (Bias Specs) in the 
first column have been gathered from the LDMOS data sheet. The 
data of the second column (compensation) represent the actual bias 
compensation of the sensor. The use of the variable resistor R0 is for 
the fine adjustment of quiescent current’s drifting.

The compensated IDQ between 40-80°C is presented in Figure 6. 

Conclusion
This paper has presented a very simple passive Temperature 

to Voltage converter that operates as a sensor for biasing LDMOS 
amplifiers. Because it is very simple, it eliminates the need of adaptive 
complicated active device circuitries which have been discussed by 
other authors presented in this document. Another crucial key point 
of this network is that it can be simulated very easily in order to 
operate for any temperature coefficient and quiescent current ratings 
by solving a simple system of equations. Therefore, it is very useful for 
biasing LDMOS amplifiers operating in Class A and AB, with very 
good results avoiding complicate procedures and experimentation. 
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Figure 6: Temperature versus IDQ after compensation.

BIAS Specs Compensation Die Temp Celsius IDQ(A)
2.62 2.6291 40 2.3
2.59 2.5921 50 2.3
2.57 2.5663 60 2.3
2.55 2.548 70 2.3
2.52 2.5345 80 2.3

Table 2: The actual versus the theoretical value of VGS so that the IDQ is 
constant at 2.3 A which is calculated at 2.5 mV/C.
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